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On some two phase problem for compressible and compressible
viscous uid ow separated by sharp interface
Takayuki Kubo, Yoshihiro Shibata and Kouhei Soga
Abstract
In this paper, we prove a local in time unique existence theorem for some two phase problem
of compressible and compressible barotropic viscous uid ow without surface tension in the Lp in
time and the Lq in space framework with 2 < p < 1 and N < q < 1 under the assumption that
the initial domain is a uniform W
2 1=q
q domain in RN (N  2). After transforming a unknown time
dependent domain to the initial domain by the Lagrangian transformation, we solve problem by
contraction mapping principle with the maximal Lp-Lq regularity of the generalized Stokes operator
for the compressible viscous uid ow with free boundary condition. The key step of our method is to
prove the existence of R-bounded solution operator to resolvent problem corresponding to linearized
problem. The R-boundedness combined with Weis's operator valued Fourier multiplier theorem
implies the generation of analytic semigroup and the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider some two phase problem for compressible and compressible viscous uid ow
without surface tension. Our problem is formulated in the following: let 
 be regions in RN (N  2)
occupied by compressible barotropic viscous uids. We assume that the boundaries of 
 consist of three
parts   and   with @





and  t be time evolutions of 
,    and   respectively. We assume that 
+;t \ 
 ;t = ; (t  0).
Our problem is described by the following system:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
@t + div (~v) = 0 in 
;t;
(@t~v + (~v  r)~v) DivS(~v) +rP() = 0 in 
;t;
(S+(~v+)  P+(+)I)~ntj t+0
 (S (~v )  P ( )I)~ntj t 0 =  0~ntj t ;
~v+j t+0 = ~v j t 0;
(S (~v )  P ( )I)~n ;tj  ;t =  P (0; )~n ;t;
v+j + = 0
(1.1) DS
for 0 < t < T , subject to the initial condition (; ~v)jt=0 = (0; + 0;; ~v0;). Here  = (x; t)
and ~v = ~v(x; t) = (v;1(x; t); : : : ; v;N (x; t)) are unknown mass density and unknown velocity eld
respectively. 0; are a positive constant describing reference mass density of 
 and (0;; ~v0;) is
the given initial data. P() are pressure functions which are C1-functions dened on  > 0 and
satisfy P 0() > 0. ~nt and ~n ;t are the unit outward normal to  t and   ;t, respectively. Let S(~v) =
21 D(~v)+

2 (div~v)I, whereD(u) = (ru+Tru)=2 is theNN matrix called the Cauchy deformation
tensor 1, I denotes the N  N identity matrix and 1 and 2 are viscosity coecients with 1 > 0
and 1 + 

2 > 0. For N  N matrix function M = (Mij), the i-th component of Div M is dened
by
PN
j=1 @jMij . Moreover f j t0 and 0 mean that f j t0 = limx!x0;x2
;t f(x; t) (x0 2  t) and
0 = P+(0;+)  P (0; ) and T is a positive number describing time.
The kinematic condition for  t and   :t is satised, namely they give
 t = fx = ~x(; t) j  2  g;   ;t = fx = ~x(; t) j  2   g; (1.2) 1.3
1TM denotes the transposed M .
1
where x = ~x(; t) is the solution to the Cauchy problem
dx
dt






This fact means that the interface  t and free surface   ;t consist of the same uid particles, which
do not leave them and are not incident of them from inside 
+;t [ 
 ;t for t > 0. It is clear that

;t = fx = x(; t) j  2 
g.
A free boundary problem for a viscous compressible barotrophic uid has been studied by some
mathematicians. For the results for one phase problem, local in time unique existence of solutions to the
free boundary problem without surface tension in the multi-dimensional case was proved by Secchi and
Valli
SV
[9] in L2 framework and by Tani
Tani81
[14] in the Holder space, respectively. Later on, the same problem
with surface tension was studied by Solonnikov and Tani
ST





[3] in Holder spaces.
For two phase problem of compressible and incompressible viscous uids, Denisova
Denisova
[1] rst showed







1 =R1 with some positive constant R1 and   ;t and  + are empty sets. Recently Kubo,
Shibata and Soga
KSS
[8] considered corresponding resolvent problem and showed the existence of its R-
bounded solution operator, which implies maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem for linearlized problem and
the local in time existence theorem for two phase problem.





studied a local in time existence theorem under the natural condition in Holder space framework. As far
as we know, there are no literatures concerning the Lp approach to the two phase problem of compressible
and compressible viscous uid. In this paper, we shall consider the two phase problem of compressible
and compressible uid in Lp-Lq framework and prove the local in time existence theorem of our problem
in a similar way as Enomoto, Below and Shibata
EBS
[5] and Kubo, Shibata and Soga
KSS
[8]. As we shall explain
later, after transforming a unknown time dependent domain to the initial domain by the Lagrangian
transformation, we solve our problem by contraction mapping principle with maximal Lp-Lq regularity
theorem for the generalized Stokes operator for the compressible viscous uid ow with free boundary
condition. Maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem follows from theR-boundedness of solution operator to the
generalized resolvent equation corresponding to our liearized problem with the help of Weis's operator
valued Fourier multiplier theorem. Therefore our goal of this paper is to prove the existence ofR-bounded
solution operator.
We shall now go back to our approach. As we mentioned, we transfer 
;t to some xed domain.
Our problem can be written as an initial boundary value problem in the given domain 
 if we transfer
the Euler coordinates x 2 
;t to Lagrange coordinates  2 
. If velocity eld ~u(; t) dened on 

is known as functions of the Lagrange coordinates  2 
, then this connection can be written in the
form
x =  +
Z t
0
~u(; s)ds  X~u(; t); (1.3) 1.5
where ~u(; t) = ~v(X~u(; t); t) are the velocity vector elds dened on 
 known as functions of the
Lagrange coordinates  2 
. Let A be the Jacobi matrix of the transformation x = X~u(; t) with
element aij = ij +
R t
0
(@ju;i)(; s)ds. There exists a small number  such that A are invertible, that









<  (0 < t < T ): (1.4) 1.6
In this case, we have rx = A 1 r = (I + V0(
R t
0
r~u(; s)ds))r with rx = T (@x1 ; : : : ; @xN ) and




(@ju;i)(; s) ds, dened on jwj < 2 and V0(0) = 0. For the unit outer normal vector ~n and
~n  to   and   , by (
1.3









Since @t((X~u(; t); t) detA) = (@t+ div (~v)) detA = 0, we see
(X~u(; t); t) = (0; + 0;)(detA)
 1 (1.6) 1.8
and
div x ~w = (detA) 1div (T (cofA)w^) (1.7) 1.9
with w^(; t) = ~w(X~u(; t); t), where cof A denotes the cofactor matrix of A. Setting (X~u(; t); t) =




1.7), we write dynamical system (
DS
1.1) in the Lagrangian coor-
dinate introduced by (
1.5
1.3) as follows:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
@t + (0; + 0;)div ~u = F in 
;
(0; + 0;)@t~u  DivS(~u) +r(P 0(0; + 0;)) = ~g + ~G in 
;
(S+(~u+)  P 0+(0;+ + 0;+)+I)~nj +0
 (S (~u )  P 0 (0;  + 0; ) I)~nj  0 = ~h+ ~H;
~u+j +0 = ~u j  0;
(S (~u )  P 0 (0;  + 0; ) I)~n j   = ~h  + ~H ;
~u+j + = 0;
(P) LC
for 0 < t < T , subject to the initial condition (; ~u)jt=0 = (0; ~v0;). Here
~g =  P 0(0; + 0;)r0;;
~h = [P+(0;+ + 0;+)  P+(0;+)  fP (0;  + 0; )  P (0; )g]~n;
~h  = (P (0;  + 0; )  P (0; ))~n 




r~u(; s)ds of the form:
F(; ~u)








1 (D(~u) + VD(w)r~u) + 2 (div ~u + Vdiv (w)r~u)
	




P 0(0; + 0; + )(1  )d2;
~H(; ~u)
=  [+1 VD(w+)r~u+ + +2 (VDiv (w+)r~u+)I]~n
+ [+1 VD(w )r~u  +  2 (VDiv (w )r~u )I]~n
  V0(w+)[+1 (D(~u+) + VD(w+)r~u+) + +2 (div ~u+ + Vdiv (w+)(r~u+)I]~n








P 00 (0;  + 0;  +  )(1  )d2 ~n
+ V0(w+)[P+(0;+ + 0;+ + +)  P+(0;+)]~n
  V0(w )[P (0; + 0; +  )  P (0; )]~n;
~H ( ; ~u )
3




P 00 (0;  + 0;  +  )(1  )d2 

~n ; (1.8) form_FGH
where Vdiv (w),VD(w) and VDiv (w) are some matrices of C1 functions with respect to w dened
on jwj < 2, which satisfy conditions Vdiv (0) = VD(0) = VDiv (0) = 0 and relations: div ~v =
div ~u + Vdiv (w)r~u, D(~v) = D(~u) + VD(w)r~u, Div K = divdK + VDiv (w)rdK withdK = K(X~u(; t); t).
To state our theorem on the local well-posedness of problem (
LC
P), we introduce some functional spaces
and the denition of uniform W 2 1=rr domain. For any domain D and 1  q  1, Lq(D) and Wmq (D)
denote the usual Lebesgue space and Sobolev space. We set W 0q (D) = Lq(D). For any Banach space X
and 1  p  1, Lp((a; b); X) and Wmp ((a; b); X) denote the usual Lebesgue space and Sobolev space of
X-valued functions dened on an interval (a; b). For 0 <  < 1 and ` = 1; 2, B`q;p(D) denotes the real
interpolation space dened by B`q;p(D) = (Lq(D);W
`
q (D));p with real interpolation functor (; );p. We
set W `q = B
`
q;q. k  kLq(D); k  kWmq (D), k  kLp((a;b);X); k  kWmq ((a;b);X) and k  kB`q;p(D) denote their norms.
For any functional space Y with norm k  kY , we set Y d = ff = (f1; : : : ; fd) j fi 2 Y (i = 1; : : : ; d)g. For
the simplicity of notations we use k  kY as its norm instead of k  kY d .
Denition 1.1 (uniform W 2 1=rr domain). Let 1 < r <1 and let 
 be a domain in RN with boundary
@
. We say that 
 is a uniform W 2 1=rr domain, if there exist positive constants ;  and K such that
for any x0 = (x01; : : : ; x0N ) 2 @
 there exist a coordinate number j, a W 2 1=rr function h(x) (x =
(x1; : : : ; xj ; : : : ; xN ) dened on B0(x0) with x0 = (x01; : : : ; x0j ; : : : ; x0N ) and khkW 2 1=rr (B0(x0))  K
such that

 \B(x0) = fx 2 RN j xj > h(x) (x 2 B0(x0))g \B(x0);
@
 \B(x0) = fx 2 RN j xj = h(x) (x 2 B0(x0))g \B(x0): (1.9) def-domain
Here (x1; : : : ; xj ; : : : ; xN ) = (x1; : : : ; xj 1; xj ; : : : ; xN ), B0(x0) = fx 2 RN 1 j jx   x0j < g and
B(x0) = fx 2 RN j jx  x0j < g.
The following theorem is concerned with the local well-posedness of problem (
LC
P).
th_LS Theorem 1.2. Let N  2, 2 < p < 1, N < q < 1 and R > 0. Let 0; be positive constants
describing the reference mass density and let P() be C1 functions dened on (0;=2; 20;) such
that 0  P 0()  1; with certain positive constants 1; for any  2 (0;=2; 20;). Let 
 be a
uniform W 2 1=qq domains in RN . Let 0; 2 W 1q (
) and ~v0; 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
)N be initial data for (
LC
P)
with k0;kW 1q (
) + k~v0;kB2(1 1=p)q;p (
)  R, which satisfy the compatibility condition:
[S+(~v0;+) P+(0;+ + 0;+)I]~nj +0 [S (~v0; ) P (0;  + 0; )I]~nj  0 =  0~nj ;
~v0;+j +0 = ~v0; j  0; ~v0;+j + = 0;
[S (~v0; )  P (0;  + 0; )I]~n j   =  P (0; )~n  (1.10) compatibility
and the range condition: k0;kL1(
)  0;=2, so that
1
2
0;  0; + 0;  320;: (1.11) range
Then there exists a T > 0 depending on R such that problem (
LC
P) admits a unique solution (; ~u) with
 2W 1p ((0; T );W 1q (
)); ~u 2W 1p ((0; T ); Lq(




1.4) and the estimate:
kkW 1p ((0;T );W 1q (
)) + k~ukLp((0;T );W 2q (
)) + k@t~ukLp((0;T );Lq(
))  CR
with some constant CR depending on R; 0;, 1;, 1 , 

2 , p and q.
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Using the argument due to Strohmer
Strohmer
[13], we can show the injectivity of the map x = X~u(; t), so
that we have the following the local well-posedness theorem for (
DS
1.1).
Theorem 1.3. Let 2 < p <1, N < q <1 and R > 0. Assume that 
 are uniform W 2 1=qq domains.
Let 0; 2W 1q (
) and ~v0 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
)N be initial data for (
DS
1.1), which satisfy compatibility condition
(
compatibility
1.10), range condition (
range
1.11) and k0;kW 1q (
) + k~v0;kB2(1 1=p)q;p (
)  R. Then there exists a T > 0
depending on R such that (
DS
1.1) with kinematic condition (
1.3
1.2) admits a unique solution (; ~v) with
 2W 1p ((0; T ); Lq(
;t)) \ Lp((0; T );W 1q (
;t));
~v 2W 1p ((0; T ); Lq(
;t)N ) \ Lp((0; T );W 2q (
;t)N )
Finally we introduce more symbols and functional spaces used throughout this paper. N and C
denote the sets of all natural numbers and complex numbers, respectively. We set N0 = N [ f0g. For
1 < q <1, let q0 = q=(q   1). For any multi-index  = (1; : : : ; N ) 2 NN0 , we write jj = 1 +   + N
and @x = @
1
1 : : : @
N
N with x = (x1; : : : ; xN ) and @j = @=@xj . For the dierentations of a scalar function
f and N -vector ~g = (g1; : : : ; gN ), we use the following symbols:
rf = (@1f; : : : ; @Nf); r2f = (@xf j jj = 2);
r~g = (@igj j i; j = 1; : : : ; N); r2~g = (@i@jgk j i; j; k = 1; : : : ; N):
We set Wm;`q (
) = f(f;~g) j f 2Wmq (
); ~g 2W `q (
)Ng. For Banach space X, we set
Wmp;(R; X) = ff(t) 2 Lp;loc(R; X) j e t@jt f(t) 2 Lp(R; X); (j = 0; 1; : : : ;m)g;
Wmp;;0(R; X) = ff(t) 2Wmp; j f(t) = 0 (t < 0)g
with @0t f(t) = f(t) and set Lp;(R; X) =W 0p;(R; X), Lp;;0(R; X) =W 0p;;0(R; X).
Let D(R; X) and S(R; X) be the set of all X-valued C1-functions having compact support and the
Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing X-valued functions, respectively, while S 0(R; X) = L(S(R;C); X).
Given M 2 L1;loc(R n f0g; X), we dene the operator TM : F 1D(R; X)! S 0(R; Y ) by
TM' = F 1[MF [']] (F ['] 2 D(R; X)): (1.12) FM










respectively. Let Fx0 and F 10 denote the partial Fourier transform with respect to x0 = (x1; : : : ; xN 1)
and its inversion dened by










00v(0; xN )d0; (1.13) PFT









etg()d = etF 1 [g()](t)
with  =  + i 2 C, respectively. Given s 2 R and X-valued function f(t), we set
sf(t) = L 1[sL[f ]()](t):
5
The Bessel potential space of X-valued functions of order s > 0 are dened by
Hsp;(R; X) = ff 2 Lp(R; X) j e 
0ts0f(t) 2 Lp(R; X) for any 0  g;
Hsp;;0(R; X) = ff 2 Hsp;(R; X) j f(t) = 0 (t < 0)g:
For any two Banach spaces X and Y , L(X;Y ) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators from X to
Y . Hol(U;X) denotes the set of all X-valued holomorphic functions dened on U . The letter C denotes
generic constants and the constant Ca;b;::: depends on a, b, : : : . The values of constants C and Ca;b;:::
may change from line to line.
Following the argument due to Enomoto, Below and Shibata
EBS
[5], we can prove Theorem
th_LS
1.2 by






[5] for detail). Thus, this paper consists of the following four sections. In Sect. 2, we present the




2.2) and the theorem concerning the existence of
R-bounded solution operator for linearized problem (Theorem th_RboundOmega2.6). As was seen in Enomoto, Below and
Shibata
EBS
[5], the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem is direct consequence of Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6 concerning the
generalized resolvent problem for the linearized equations with the help of Weis' operator valued Fourier
multiplier theorem, so that the main part of this paper is to show Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6. In Sect 3, we consider
the generalized resolvent problem for the linearized problem in the half-space and we show the existence
of its R-bounded solution operator. In Sect 4, following the argumentation due to Enomoto, Below and
Shibata
EBS
[5], we show Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6.
2 Main theorem for linear problem
In order to prove Theorem
th_LS
1.2, we use the contraction mapping principle based on the maximal Lp-Lq
regularity for solutions to the linearized problem8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
@t + 1 div ~u = f in 
  (0; T );
0 @t~u  DivS(~u) +r(2 ) = ~g in 
  (0; T );
(S+(~u+)  +2 +I)~nj +0   (S (~u )   2  I)~nj  0 = ~h;
~u+j +0 = ~u j  0;
(S (~u )   2  I)~n j   = ~h ;
~u+j + = 0;
(LP) linear
subject to the initial condition (; ~u)jt=0 = (0;; ~u0;). Here i = i (x) (i = 0; 1; 2) are uniformly




0;  0 (x)  20;; 0  k (x)  2; (x 2 
); kr` kLr(
)  2; (2.1) cond_gamma0
for k = 1; 2 and ` = 0; 1; 2 with some positive constants 2; and N < r <1.
The following two theorems are maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem for linear problem (
linear
LP). First
theorem is the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem for (
linear
LP) with f = 0, ~g = ~h = ~h  = ~0.
th_MR1 Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < p; q < 1 and N < r < 1. Assume that r  max(q; q0) and that 
 are
uniformly W 2 1=rr domains. Then there exists a positive number 1 such that the following assertion
is valid: for any initial data 0; 2 W 1q (
) and ~u0; 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
) satisfying the compatibility
conditions:
(S+(~u0;+)  +2 0;+I)~nj +0   (S (~u0; )   2 0; I)~nj  0 = 0;
(S (~u0; )   2 0; I)~n j   = 0; ~u0;+j +0 = ~u0; j  0; ~u0;+j + = 0;
problem (
linear
LP) admits a unique solution (; ~u) with
 2W 1p;1((0;1);W 1q (
));
~u 2 Lp;1((0;1);W 2q (




















`) + k~u0;`kB2(1 1=p)q;p (
`)

for   1 with some constant C. Here 1 and C depend on 1 , 2 , q, r, 
, N , 0; and 2;.
Second theorem is the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem for (
linear
LP) with 0; = 0 and ~u0; = ~0.
th_MR2 Theorem 2.2. Let 1 < p; q < 1 and N < r < 1. Assume that r  max(q; q0) and that 
 are
uniformly W 2 1=rr domains. Then there exists a positive number 2 such that the following assertion is
valid: for (f; ~g) 2 Lp;2;0(R;W 1;0q (





LP) admits a unique solution (; ~u) with
 2W 1p;2(R;W 1q (
)); ~u 2 Lp;2(R;W 2q (




ke t(@t`; `)kLp(R;W 1q (










ke t(1=2 ~h;r~h;1=2 ~h ;r ~h )kLp(R;Lq(
`))
for   2 with some constant C. Here 2 and C depend on 1 , 2 , q, r, 
, N , 0; and 2;.






2.2), we introduce the denition
of R-bounded operator family and operator valued Fourier multiplier theorem due to Weis Weis[16]. The
denition of R-boundedness which is the key word in our method is the following.
def_R Denition 2.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A family of operator T  L(X;Y ) is called R-bounded
on L(X;Y ), if there exist constants C > 0 and p 2 [1;1) such that for any n 2 N, fTjgnj=1  T ,
fxjgnj=1  X and sequences frj(u)gnj=1 of independent, symmetric, f 1; 1g-valued random variables on




















The smallest such C is called R-bound of T , which is denoted by RL(X;Y )(T ).
The following theorem is given by Weis
Weis
[16]
th_Weis Theorem 2.4. Let X and Y be two UMD spaces and 1 < p < 1. Let M be a function in C1(R n







M() j  2 R n f0g

  <1 (` = 0; 1)
with some constant . Then the operator TM dened by (
FM
1.12) may uniquely be extended to a bounded
linear operator from Lp(R; X) into Lp(R; Y ). Moreover denoting this extension by TM , we have
kTMkL(Lp(R;X);Lp(R;Y ))  C
for some positive constant C depending on p, X and Y .
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The following lemma concerning the R-boundedness of the summation and composition of operator
is known (see Denk, Hieber and Pru
DHP
[4]).
lem_Rbound Lemma 2.5. (1) Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let T and S be R-bounded families in L(X;Y ).
Then T + S = fT + S j T 2 T ; S 2 Sg is also an R-bounded family in L(X;Y ) and
RL(X;Y )(T + S)  RL(X;Y )(T ) +RL(X;Y )(S):
(2) Let X, Y and Z be Banach spaces, and let T and S be R-bounded families in L(X;Y ) and L(Y; Z),
respectively. Then ST = fST j T 2 T ; S 2 Sg is also an R-bounded family in L(X;Z) and
RL(X;Z)(ST )  RL(X;Y )(T )RL(Y;Z)(S):
In order to prove the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem with the help of Theorem
th_Weis
2.4, we need the
R-boundedness for solution operator to the following generalized resolvent problem:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
 + 1 div ~u = f in 
;
0 ~u  DivS(~u) +r(2 ) = ~g in 
;
(S+(~u+)  +2 +I)~nj +0   (S (~u )   2  I)~nj  0 = ~h;
~u+j +0   ~u j  0 = ~k;
(S (~u )   2  I)~n j   = ~h ;
~u+j + = 0;
(RP) resolvent
The resolvent parameter  varies in ";0 = ";0 \K",where
" = f 2 Cnf0g j j arg j     "g; ";0 = f 2 " j jj  0g;
K" =
n
 2 C j (Re+ m + ")2 + (Im)2  (m + ")2
o
(2.2) set:2




















We can show the existence of the R-bounded solution operator to (resolventRP) as follows:
th_RboundOmega Theorem 2.6. Let 1 < q < 1, 0 < " < =2 and N < r < 1. Assume that r > max(q; q0). Let 
 be
are uniform W 2 1=rr domains. Let ";0 be the set dened in (
set:2
2.2). Set
Xq = f(f+; f ; ~g+; ~g ;~h;~h ;~k) j
f 2W 1q (
); ~g 2 Lq(
)N ; ~h;~h  2W 1q (
)N ; ~k 2W 2q (
)Ng;
Xq = f(F0+; F0 ; F1+; F1 ; F2; F3; F2 ; F3 ; F4; F5; F6) j
F0 2W 1q (
); F1 2 Lq(
)N ;
F2; F2 ; F5 2 Lq(
)N2 ; F3; F3 ; F6 2 Lq(
)N ; F4 2 Lq(
)N3g:
Then, there exist operator families
P() 2 Hol(";0 ;L(Xq;W 1q (
))); ~U() 2 Hol(";0 ;L(Xq;W 2q (
)N ))
such that for any (f+; f ; ~g+; ~g ;~h;~h ;~k) 2 Xq and  2 ";0 ,
 = P()(f+; f ; ~g+; ~g ;r~h; 1=2~h;r~h ; 1=2~h ;r2~k; 1=2r~k; ~k); (2.3) sol-rho
~u = ~U()(f+; f ; ~g+; ~g ;r~h; 1=2~h;r~h ; 1=2~h ;r2~k; 1=2r~k; ~k) (2.4) sol-u
solve problem (
resolvent
RP) uniquely. Moreover, there exists a constant C depending on ", 0, q and N such that
RL(Xq;W 1q (RN+ ))(f(@ )
`f(; )P()g j  2 ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq;Lq(RN )N3+N2+2N )(f(@ )
`(G ~U()) j  2 ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1);
where Gu = (u; u; 1=2ru;r2u) and  =  + i .
8
Let B be the linear operator dened by
B(+;  ; ~u+; ~u )
= ( +1 div ~u+;  1 div ~u ;
(+0 )
 1DivS+(~u+)  (+0 ) 1r(+2 +); ( 0 ) 1DivS (~u )  ( 0 ) 1r( 2  ))
for (+;  ; ~u+; ~u ) 2 Dq(B), where
Dq(B) = f(+;  ; ~u+; ~u ) j
 2W 1q (
); ~u 2W 2q (
)N ;
(S+(~u+)  +2 +I)~nj +0   (S (~u )   2  I)~nj  0 = 0;
(S (~u )   2  I)~n j   = 0; ~u+j +0 = ~u j  0; ~u+j + = 0g:
Since Denition
def_R
2.3 with n = 1 implies that the boundedness of the operator family T , it fol-
lows from Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6 that ";0 is contained in the resolvent set of B and for any  2 ";0 and















k(f`; ~g`)kW 1;0q (




for 1 < q <1. By (resolvent_est2.5) with ~h = ~h  = ~0, we have the following theorem:




r domains. Then the operator B generates an analytic semigroup fT (t)gt0 on W 1;0;q(
), where
W 1;0;q(
) = f(+;  ; ~u+; ~u ) j (; ~u) 2 W 1;0q (
)g. Moreover there exists constant 3 > 0 and M > 0
such that for any F = (f+; f ; ~g+; ~g ) 2 W 1;0;q(












for t > 0. Here 3 and M depend solely on 1 , 

2 , q, r, 
, N , 0, 0; and 2;.
Following the argument due to Enomoto, Below and Shibata
EBS





2.2 as direct consequence of Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6 with the help of Theorem
th_Weis
2.4. Moreover we can prove
Theorem
th_LS






[5] for detail). Thus we










In order to show Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6, substituting the relation  =  1(f   1 div ~u) given by the rst
equation in (
resolvent
RP) to the second, third and fth equations in (
resolvent
RP), we have8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:






= ~g0 in 
;




 (S (~u ) +  1  2  1(div ~u )I)~n j  0= ~h0;
~u+j +0   ~u j  0 = 0;
(S (~u ) +  1 
 
2 
 1(div ~u )I)~n j   = ~h0 ;
~u+j + = ~0;
(2.6) 2.8




 1(f I)~n j  . We shall solve (
2.8




[5]. To this end, we need the R-bounded solution operator of the following four
problems: 8>><>>:
0 ~u  DivS(~u)   1r(1 2 div ~u) = ~g in 
;




 (S (~u ) +  1  2  1(div ~u )I)~n j  0= ~h;
~u+j +0   ~u j  0 = 0;
(RP1) RP1

0 ~u+  DivS(~u+)   1r(+1 +2 div ~u+) = ~g+ in 
+;
~u+ j += 0; (RP2) RP2

0 ~u   DivS (~u )   1r( 1  2 div ~u ) = ~g  in 
 ;
(S (~u ) +  1 
 
2 
 1(div ~u )I)~n  j  = ~h ; (RP3) RP3
and
0 ~u   DivS (~u )   1r(1 2 div ~u ) = ~g in RN : (RP4) RP4
Since the existence ofR-bounded solution operators to (RP2RP2)-(RP4RP4) is given in EBS[5], it is sucient to prove
the existence of the R-bounded solution operator of (RP1RP1). For this purpose, we shall rst prove the
existence of R-bounded solution operator to the following generalized resolvent problem in half-spaces:8<:
~0 ~u  Div S(~u) + r(div ~u) = ~g in RN ;
~u+jxN=0+   ~u jxN=0  = ~k on RN0 ;
(S+(~u+)  (div ~u+)I)~n jxN=0+  (S (~u )  (div ~u )I)~n jxN=0 = ~h on RN0 ;
(2.7) P
where ~n = (0; : : : ; 0; 1) is the unit outer normal to Rn  and ~i (i = 0; 1; 2) are constants satisfying
~0  0;=2, ~1 and ~2  0. RN+ , RN  and RN0 denote the upper half-space, the lower half-space and
their boundary dened by RN = fx = (x1; : : : ; xN ) 2 RN j xN > 0g and RN0 = fx = (x1; : : : ; xN ) 2
RN j xN = 0g. Let  and  satisfy one of the following conditions:
(C1)  = ~1 ~

2 = and  2 ";0 \K",
(C2)  2 " with Re  < 0 and  2 C with jj  0 and Re   jRe =Im jjIm j,
(C3)  2 " with Re   0 and  2 C with jj  0 and Re   0jIm j
for 0 < " < =2 and 0 > 0. We denote  ";0 by
 ";0 =
8><>:
";0 \K" in case of (C1);
f 2 C j jj  0; Re   jRe =Im jjIm jg in case of (C2);
f 2 C j jj  0 Re   0jIm jg in case of (C3):
(2.8)
The case (C1) is used to prove the existence of R-bounded solution operator to (P2.7) and the cases
(C2) and (C3) are used for some homotopic argument in proving the exponential stability of analytic




[11] in the nonslip condition cases for detail.) In case (C1),
jj = ~1 ~2 =jj  ~1 ~2  10 and in cases of (C2) and (C3), we assume that jj  0 for some 0 > 0.
Therefore we see
jj  max(~1 ~2  10 ; 0): (2.9)
Then we obtain the following theorem on existence of R-bounded solution operators to (P2.7):
th_RboundH Theorem 2.8. Let 1 < q <1, 0 < " < =2 and 0 > 0. Set
Yq = f(~g+; ~g ;~h;~k) j ~g 2 Lq(RN )N ; ~h 2W 1q (RN )N ; ~k 2W 2q (RN )Ng;
Yq = f(F1+; F1 ; F2; F3; F4; F5; F6) j
F1 2 Lq(RN )N ; F2; F5 2 Lq(RN )N
2
; F3; F6 2 Lq(RN )N ; F4 2 Lq(RN )N3g:
10
Then, there exist operator family ~U() 2 Hol( ";0) such that
~u = ~U()(~g+; ~g ;r~h; 1=2~h;r2~k; 1=2r~k; ~k)
solve problem (
P
2.7) uniquely for any (~g+; ~g ;~h;~k) 2 Yq and  2  ";0 . Moreover, there exists a constant
C depending on ", 0, q and N such that
RL(Yq;Lq(RN )N3+N2+2N )(f(@ )
`(G ~U()) j  2  ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1); (2.10) 2.2
where Gu = (u; u; 1=2ru;r2u) and  =  + i .




2.8 and a change of variables, we can prove Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6.
In section 4, we shall describe the proof of Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6 for detail.
3 R-bounded solution operators for model problem
3.1 model problem and its solution formula
In order to prove Theorem
th_RboundH
2.8, we rst reduce problem (
P
2.7) to the following problem:8<:
~0 ~v  Div S(~v) + r(div~v) = ~0 in RN ;
~v+jxN=0+   ~v jxN=0  = ~k on RN0 ;
(S+(~v+)  (div~v+)I)~n jxN=0+  (S (~v )  (div~v )I)~n jxN=0 = ~h on RN0 ;
(3.1) P'




f+(x) xN > 0;
f+(x0; xN ) xN < 0
; fo+(x) =
(
f+(x) xN > 0;




f (x0; xN ) xN > 0;
f (x) xN < 0
; fo (x) =
(
 f (x0; xN ) xN > 0;
f (x) xN < 0:
Let ~g = (g;1; : : : ; g;N ) 2 Lq(RN )N and set ~G = (ge;1; : : : ; ge;N 1; go;N ). Let S0() be the solution
operator to ~0~u DivS(~u)  r(div ~u) = ~g in RN and let S1() be an operator dened by S1()~g =
S0()~G. Gotz and Shibata
Shibata
[7] showed that ~U = S1()~g satises the equation
~0 ~U  DivS(~U)  r(div ~U) = ~g in RN ;
@NUN; = 0 on RN0
with ~U = (U;1; : : : ; U;N ) and
RL(Lq(RN+ )N )(f(@ )
`GS
1
() j  2  ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1) (3.2) RboundG
with  =  + i and some constant C, where Gu = (u; u; 1=2ru;r2u). Set ~u = ~U + ~v in the
equation (
P
2.7), and then ~v satises the equation (
P'
3.1), replacing ~k by ~k  ~U+jxN=0++ ~U jxN=0 , hj by
hj   +1 (DNU+;j +DjU+;N ) +  1 (DNU ;j +DjU ;N ) and hN by hN   (+2 + )
PN 1





j=1 @jU ;j . Thus it is sucient to consider the problem (
P'
3.1).
In the second step, applying the partial Fourier transform dened by (
PFT
1.13), we derive a solution
formula of the problem (
P'









= 0 in RN ; (3.3) 1
v+;J   v ;J = kJ on RN0 ; (3.4) 3









div~v ) = hN on RN0 : (3.6) 5
11
Here and hereafter, j and J run from 1 through N   1 and N .





















(~0   1 )~v = 0: (3.7) Prepare







~0 dv+;j   +1 h(D2N   j0j2)dv+;j + ij\div~v+i   +2 +  ij\div~v+ = 0;
~0 [v+;N   +1
h
(D2N   j0j2)[v+;N +DN\div~v+
i
   +2 + DN\div~v+ = 0;
~0 dv ;j    1 h(D2N   j0j2)dv ;j + ij\div~v+i    2 +  ij\div~v  = 0;
~0 [v ;N    1
h
(D2N   j0j2)[v ;N +DN\div~v 
i













1 (j0j2  D2N )
 dv;J = 0: (3.9) Prepare2
By (
Prepare2













~0 +A2; A = j0j:





+  D2N )dv+;j    +1 + +2 +  ij\div~v+ = 0;
+1 (B
2









   D2N )dv ;j     1 +  2 +  ij\div~v  = 0;
 1 (B
2








From now, we shall nd the solution dv;J to (63.8) of the forms:
dv+;J = +J (e B+xN   e A+xN ) + +J e B+xN ; (3.11) Prepare3dv ;J =  J (eB xN   eA xN ) +  J eB xN : (3.12)
We see that (B2  D2N )dv;J = (A2  B2)J eAxN and
\div~v+ = (i0  0+ + i0  0+  B+(+N + +N ))e B+xN + (A++N   i0  0+)e A+xN ;
\div~v  = (i0  0  + i0  0  +B ( N +  N ))eB xN   (A  N + i0  0 )eA xN ; (3.13) Prepare4
where 0 = (














3.10) and equating the coecients of eBxN and eAxN , we have8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
i0  0+ + i0  0+  B+(+N + +N ) = 0;


























































 2A+i0  0+. By the rst equation in (
10
3.14), we have
i0  0+ =
A2
A+B+ A2 (i
0  0+  B++N ); +N =
A+
A+B+ A2 (i
0  0+  B++N ): (3.15) 11
12
Similarly, by the sixth equation and the second equation in (
10
3.14), we obtain
i0  0  =
A2
A B  A2 (i
0  0  +B  N );  N =
 A 
A B  A2 (i
0  0  +B  N ): (3.16) 12










ckJ = +J    J ; (3.17) 3'bhj
= +1
 
(A+ B+)+j  B++j + ij+N
   1  (B  A ) j +B  j + ij N ; (3.18) 4'chN




(i0  0+  B++N + (A+ B+)+N )













































0  0  +


































0  0+  B++N )
   2+1 + +2 + B++N +  +2 +  i0  0+
   2 1 +  2 +  A (A   B )A B   A2 (i0  0  +B  N )

































Substituting the relation +J = 
 









































































































and Lij = L+ij + L
 













i0  bh0   L+11i0  bk0   L+12ckNchN   L+21i0  bk0   L+22ckN
!
: (3.21) L











i0  bh0   L+11i0  bk0   L+12ckNchN   L+21i0  bk0   L+22ckN
!
: (3.22) beta
In this section, we assume detL 6= 0 and continue to obtain the solution formula. We shall prove
detL 6= 0 when  2  ";0 in next section. By (
beta
3.22), we obtain




i0  bh0(L+22 + L 22)  chN (L+12 + L 12)





 i0  bh0(L+21 + L 21) + chN (L+11 + L 11)























11   L+12L+21   L 12L+21)A;























12   L+11L+22   L 11L+22); (3.24) formM2
we see

























































2;J)chJ (0) + (Mk1;J+B Mk2;J)ckJ(0)
+




(Mh2;JchJ(0) +Mk2;JckJ (0))++1 (ijckN (0) B+ bkj(0)) + bhj(0)
!
:
Summing up, we obtain the following representation formula of solutions:
dv;J = B2M(xN ) NX
`=1









(QJ;3;` bh`(0) +RJ;3;` bk`(0));
























i`(+1    1 )





























i`(+1    1 )




















(+1 B+ +  B )B
(` = j); Qj;3;` = 0 (` 6= j);
Rj;3;` = 
1
+1 B+ + 
 
1 B 
(` = j); Rj;3;` =
+1 ij
(+1 B+ +  B )B
(` = N); (3.25)
























;` = 1 (` = N); R
N;3
;` = 0 (` 6= N): (3.26) formQR
By the Volevich trick:
a(xN )b(0) =  
Z 1
0




fa0(xN + yN )b(yN ) + a(xN + yN )b0(yN )gdyN


















































































































































































































































Let F2`; F3j`; F4`; F5j` and F6jm` be corresponding variables to 1=2h`, @jh`, k`, 1=2@jk` and @j@mk`
respectively. For F2 = (F21; : : : ; F2N ); F3 = (F3j` j j; ` = 1; : : : ; N); F4 = (F41; : : : ; F4N ); F5 = (F5j` j
j; ` = 1; : : : ; N) and F6 = (F6mj` j j;m; ` = 1; : : : ; N), we dene operators T;J() by










































































































































































































































dyN : (3.27) sol_form
3.2 Anaylsis of Lopatinski determinant
In order to analyze Lopatinski determinant, we shall prove the following lemma, which is one of the
essential steps in this paper.
Lem5.1 Lemma 3.1. Let L be the matrix dened in (
formL
3.20). Then, there exists a positive constant ! depending
on 1 , 

2 , ", 0 and 0 such that
j detLj  !(jj1=2 +A)2 (3.28) lem5.1_1
for any  2  ";0 and 0 2 RN 1nf0g. Moreover, the following inequality holds:
j@00 f(@ )`(detL) 1gj  C0(jj1=2 +A) 2 j
0j (3.29) lem5.1_2
for ` = 0; 1 and any multi-index 0 2 NN 10 ,  2  ";0 and 0 2 RN 1nf0g.
Proof. Since we can prove (
lem5.1_2
3.29) by using (
lem5.1_1






















0))    (@0`0 g(0)) (3.30) Bell












2 )  js1 + 2 + j  s1 + 2 + e (3.31) base
with s = 0; 1; 2. In order to prove (
lem5.1_1
3.28), we consider the three cases: (i) R1jj1=2  A, (ii) R2A  jj1=2,
(iii) R 12 jj1=2  A  R1jj1=2 for large R1 and R2.
18
First we consider the case: R1jj1=2  A with large R1  1. In this case, we notice that there exists
a very small positive constant 1 such that
j(s11 + s22 + ) 1~0 A 2j  (sin("=2)) 1(s11 + s22 ) 1~0 R 21  1



































































































2 > 0 and (
base
3.31) into account, we see1 + 1 (1 + 2 + )31 + 2 + 

=

























Summing up, we can show that there exists a positive constant ! such that j detLj  !A2.
Secondly we shall consider the case R2A  jj1=2 for large R2. In this case, we notice that there
exists a very small positive constant 2 such that j(s11 + s22 + )~0  1A2j  2. Therefore we see
that



















as small 2. By these relation, we obtain
L11 =  (~0 1 )1=2jj1=2(1 +O(2));
L12 = 
(1 )
1=2(21   2   )






L21 = (1 )1=2
  21 (1 + 2 + )
(21 + 























 jj(1 +O(2)): (3.37)




2 > 0 and (
base
3.31), there exists a positive constant ! such that j detLj  !jj.
Thirdly, we consider the case R 12 jj1=2  A  R1jj1=2. Set e = =(jj1=2 +A)2 and












D(R1; R2) = f(e; eA) j
(1 +R1) 2  jej  R22(1 +R2)2; (1 +R2) 1  eA  R1(1 +R1) 1g:
We remark (e; eA) 2 D(R1; R2) if (; 0) satises the condition R 12 jj1=2  A  R1jj1=2. We also deneeLij by replacing A; A and B by fA; eA and eB, respectively. And we set det eL = eL11eL22   eL12eL21 and
then we have detL = (jj1=2 +A)2 det eL:
First we shall prove that det eL 6= 0 provided that (e; eA) 2 D(R1; R2), e 2 " by contradiction. To
this end, we assume that det eL = 0, namely detL = 0. In this case, in view of (L3.21) we may assume that






3.19) with bhJ(0) = 0
and bkJ(0) = 0, that is ~w satisfy the following homogeneous equations:




  1 DN (ijw;N +DNw;j)  (2 + )ij(i0  w0 +DNw;N ) = 0; (3.38) w_1
~0 w;N   1
N 1X
`=1
i`(DNw;` + i`w;N )
  21 D2Nw;N   (2 + )DN (i0  w0 +DNw;N ) = 0; (3.39) w_2
+1 (DNw+;j + ijw+;N )jxN=0    1 (DNw ;j + ijw ;N )jxN=0 = 0; (3.40) w_3
2 1 DNw+;N + (
+
2 + )(i
0  w0+ +DNw+;N )jxN=0
  (2 1 DNw ;N + ( 2 + )(i0  w0  +DNw ;N )) (3.41) w_4
Let
(a; b) = 
Z 1
0






3.38) by w;j and (
w_2
3.39) by w;N and by integration by parts, we obtain




(i`w;`; ijw;j) + ki`w;jk2

+ 1 (ijw;N ; DNw;j) + 

1 kDNw;jk2
+ (2 + )
 








(DNw;`; i`w;N ) + ki`w;Nk2

+ 21 kDNw;Nk2
+ (2 + )
 
(i0  w0; DNw;N ) + kDNw;Nk2

= 0;
where we set i0  w0 =
PN 1



















(DNw;`; i`w;N ) + ki`w;Nk2

+ 21 kDNw;Nk2
+ (2 + )ki0  w0k2 + (2 + )(i0  w0; DNw;N )
+ (2 + )(DNw;N ; i
0  w0) + (2 + )kDNw;Nk2 = 0:
Since
(i`w;N ; DNw;j) + kDNw;jk2 + (DNw;j ; ijw;N ) + kijw;Nk2
= kijw;j +DNw;jk2
and
ki0  w0k2 + (i0  w0; DNw;N ) + (DNw;N ; i0  w0) + kDNw;Nk2





kw;jk2 + 1 ki0  w0k2 + 1
N 1X
`;j=1




kijw;N +DNw;jk2 + (2 + )ki0  w0 +DNw;Nk2 = 0: (3.42) w_est
Taking the real part and the imaginary part in (
w_est
3.42) and using the relation:
ki0  w0k2 +
N 1X
`;j=1
ki`w;jk2 + 2kDNw;Nk2  2
 ki0  w0k2 + kDNw;Nk2
 ki0  w0 +DNw;Nk2; (3.43) w_est2
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we have
~0 (Im)K1 + (Im)K2 = 0; (3.44) w_esti









kijw;j +DNw;jk2  0; (3.45) w_estr
where we set K1 =
PN
j=1 kw;jk2 and K2 = ki0  w0 +DNw;Nk2.
First we consider the case  = 0. In the case where Im  6= 0 and where Im  = 0 and Re  > 0, we
have K1 = 0, that is ~w = ~0. In the case where Im  = 0 and Re   0, it follows from  2 " that
 = 0. Choosing "0 > 0 as 1 + 

2   "0 > 0, by (
w_est












Therefore we see that kDNw;Nk = 0 and kDNw;j + ijw;Nk = 0. Since w;J(xN ) ! 0 as
xN ! 1 for J = 1; : : : ; N , we obtain ~w = ~0. Summing up, in the case  = 0, we obtain ~w = ~0,
which contradicts to ~w 6= ~0. Thus we have det eL 6= 0 when  = 0, which implies that
c1 = inffj det eLj j (e; eA) 2 D(R1; R2); e 2 ";  = 0g > 0:
Since eA =q(21 + 2 + ) 1~0 e+ eA2 +O(jj), there exists a 5 > 0 such that
inffj det eLj j (e; eA) 2 D(R1; R2); e 2 "; jj  5g  c1=2;
which implies that jdetLj  !(jj1=2 + A)2 with some positive number ! provide that R2jj1=2  A 
R 11 jj1=2 and  2 C with jj  5.
Finally, we consider the case where 5  jj  e. First we consider the case (C1), that is  = ~1 ~2 =.
Since Re  = ~1 ~

























K2  0: (3.46) w_est3
In the case Im = 0, it follows that Re   0 from  2 ";0 . Since 1 +2 > 0 and ~1 ~2 > 0, we see
K1 = K2 = 0, which implies ~w = ~0. In the case Im  6= 0, by (
w_est3

















































the condition  2 K";0 implies K1 = K2 = 0, namely ~w = ~0 by (
w_esti
3.44), which contradict to ~w 6= ~0.
Therefore we see that there exists a positive constant ! such that j det eLj  !. Therefore we obtain
j detLj  !(jj1=2 +A)2, which implies Lemma Lem5.13.1.
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Secondly, we consider the case where  2 " and  satisfying that jj  0; Re   0; jj  0 and
Re   jRe =Im jjIm j. The case (C2) is included in this case. We prove that det eL 6= 0 provided
that (e; eA) 2 D(R1; R2) and Re e  jRe=ImjjImej by contradiction. Asuume that det eL = 0, that is
detL = 0. Thus by the argument above, we have








K2  0: (3.47) 3.43
When Im  = 0 and Im  6= 0, we have K2 = 0, so that (Re )K1  0. Since Re  = 0 > 0, we have
K1 = 0. Thus we have ~w = ~0. When Im 6= 0, Im  6= 0 and (Im )(Im ) > 0, we have K1 = K2 = 0.
On the other hand, when Im 6= 0, Im  6= 0 and (Im )(Im ) < 0, we have K1 = jIm=ImjK2 by the
rst formula of (
3.43




 Im Im 
+ (1 + 2 +Re )K2  0:
Since Re  =  jRe j;Re   jRe=ImjjImj, we see (Re ) jIm =Im j+(1 +2 +Re ) > 0, which
implies K1 = K2 = 0. Therefore we obtain ~w = ~0, which contradicts to ~w 6= ~0. Therefore we obtain
det eL 6= 0 and we see that there exists a positive constant ! such that j detLj  !(jj1=2 + A)2. In a
similar way, we can obtain the case where  2 "; jj  0; Re   0; jj  0 and Re   0jIm j:
This completes the proof of Lemma
Lem5.1
3.1.
3.3 Proof of Theorem
th_RboundH
2.8
In this section, we shall show the proof of Theorem
th_RboundH
2.8. In order to prove Theorem
th_RboundH
2.8, we use the
following lemmas which is proven by Gotz and Shibata
Shibata
[7].
lem:tech:comp Lemma 3.2. Let  be a domain in C and set ~ =  (RN 1 n f0g). Let m(; 0) be multipliers dened
on ~ such that
j@00 f(@ )`m(; 0)gj  C0(jj1=2 +A) 2 j
0j; (3.48) tech1
for any 0 2 NN 10 and (; 0) 2 ~. Let Ki (i = 1; 2) be operators dened by
K1 ()g = 
Z 1
0
F 10 [m(; 0)BeB(xN+yN )g^(0; yN )](x0) dyN ;
K2 ()g = 
Z 1
0
F 10 [m(; 0)B2M(xN + yN )g^(0; yN )](x0) dyN :
Then, there exists a constant C such that
RL(Lq(RN );Lq(RN )2+N+N2 )(f(@ )
`GK

i () j  2 g)  C (` = 0; 1; i = 1; 2);
where G is an operator dened by Gu = (u; u; 1=2ru;r2u).
Applying Lemma
lem:tech:comp
3.2 to each term in solution formula (
sol_form
3.27), we shall show the existence of R-
boundedness solution operator. In order to check that the each multipler in (
sol_form
3.27) satisfy the condition
of Lemma
lem:tech:comp
3.2, we use the following elementary property (see Kubo, Shibata and Soga
KSS
[8] for detail).
Lem.4.1 Lemma 3.3. Let 0 < " < =2, 0 > 0 and s  0.
(1) For any  2 " and ;  > 0, we have j+ j  (sin("=2))(jj+ ).
(2) There exists a number  2 (0; ) depending on s; 1 ; 2 ; 0 and " such that (s1 +2 + ) 1 2 
for any  2  ";0 .
(3) There exists constant 3 and 4 depending on s; 1 ; 

2 ; 0 and " such that
3(jj+ jj2)  j(s1 + 2 + ) 1+ jj2j  4(jj+ jj2)
for any  2  ";0 and 0 2 RN 1nf0g:
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First we start to estimate M1 = A; B; (A+B) and (A+B). To this end, we use the following
estimates which follows from Lemma
Lem.4.1
3.3
c(jj1=2 +A)  ReM1  jM1j  c0(jj1=2 +A) (3.49) 4.1
for any  2  ";0 and 0 2 RN 1nf0g with some positive constant c and c0 depending on 1 ; 2 ; "; 0
and 0. By using (
4.1
3.49) and Bell's formula (
Bell
3.30) for the derivatives of the composite function of f(t)






j@00 f(@ )`(M1)sgj  C0(jj1=2 +A)s j
0j (3.50) 4.2
for any multi-index 0 2 NN 10 ,  2  ";0 and 0 2 RN 1nf0g.









j@00 f(@ )`(AB +A2)gj  C0(jj1=2 +A)2 j
0j; (3.51)
j@00 f(@ )`(31 + 2 +  ) 1+A) 1gj  C0(jj1=2 +A) 2 j
0j (3.52)
for ` = 0; 1 and any multi-index 0 2 NN 10 ,  2 ";0 and 0 2 RN 1nf0g, so that by the Leibniz rule
we have
j@00 f(@ )`P(; 0)gj  C0(jj1=2 +A) j
0j (3.53) estP








j@00 f(@ )`L11gj  C0(jj1=2 +A)1 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`L12gj  C0(jj1=2 +A)2 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`L21gj  C0(jj1=2 +A) j
0j;







j@00 f(@ )`Mh1;Jgj  C0(jj1=2 +A)2 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`Mk1;Jgj  C0(jj1=2 +A)3 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`Mh2;Jgj  C0(jj1=2 +A)1 j
0j;











j@00 f(@ )`QJ;1;~`gj  C0(jj
1=2 +A) 2 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`RJ;1;~`gj  C0(jj
1=2 +A) 2 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`QJ;2;~`gj  C0(jj
1=2 +A) 2 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`RJ;2;~`gj  C0(jj
1=2 +A) 1 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`QJ;3;~`gj  C0(jj
1=2 +A) 2 j
0j;
j@00 f(@ )`RJ;3;~`gj  C0(jj
1=2 +A) 1 j
0j: (3.56) estQR































































3.2 to T;J(), we have
RL(Z(RN );Lq(RN )2+N+N2 )(f(@ )
`GT;J() j  2 ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1); (3.57) goal







3.2), we can prove Theorem
th_RboundH
2.8. This completes the proof of Theorem
th_RboundH
2.8.
4 Proof of Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6
We shall prove Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6. First step is to show the existence of R-bounded solution operator to a
bent space problem by using the change of variable and Theorem
th_RboundH
2.8.
Let  : RN ! RN be two bijections of C1 class and let  1 be their inverse maps. We set r =
A+B(x) and r = A 1+B 1(x) and assume that A and A 1 are orthogonal matrices with constant
coecients and B(x) and B 1(x) are matrices of function in W 1r (RN ) with N < r <1 satisfying
k(B;B 1)kL1(RN ) M1; kr(B;B 1)kLr(RN ) M2: (4.1) const_M
Set 
 = (RN ) and   = (RN0 ).
Let 0 (x) and 

3 (x) be real-valued functions dened on RN satisfying the following conditions:
1
2
0;  0 (x)  20;; 0  3 (x)  22;; k`   ~` kL1(
) M1; kr` kLr(
)  CM2
(4.2) cond_gamma
for ` = 0; 3, where ~` (` = 0; 3) are some constants with 0;=2 < ~

0 < 20; and 0  ~3  22;. In
the same way as in
EBS
[5], we can prove the existence of R-bounded solution operator to (RP1RP1) as follows:
th_RboundBH Theorem 4.1. Let 1 < q <1, 0 < " < =2 and 0 > 0. Set
Yq(
) = f(~g+; ~g ;~h;~k) j ~g 2 Lq(
)N ; ~h 2W 1q (
)N ; ~k 2W 2q (
)Ng;
Yq(
) = f(F1+; F1 ; F2; F3; F4; F5; F6) j
F1 2 Lq(
)N ; F2; F5 2 Lq(
)N2 ; F3; F6 2 Lq(
)N ; F4 2 Lq(
)N3g:








3 satisfy the condition (
cond_gamma
4.2). Then there exist constant
M1 2 (0; 1) and 0  1, and operator families A() 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Yq(
);W 2q (
)N ) such that for
any (~g+; ~g ;~h;~h ) 2 Yq(
) and  2  ";0 , ~u = A()(~g; 1=2~h;r~h; 1=2~h ;r~h ) are unique solution
to (
RP1
RP1). Moreover A() possess the estimate
RL(Yq(
);Lq(
))(f(@ )`GA() j  2  ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1);
where Gu = (u; u; 1=2ru;r2u) and  =  + i .
Finally we give the proof of Theorem
th_RboundOmega
2.6. We start with introducing the following proposition
concerning some important properties of a uniform W 2 1=rr domain that was proved in Enomoto and
Shibata
Enomoto-Shibata
[6]. This proposition will be used to construct a solution operator in 
.
pro_ES Proposition 4.2. Let N < r < 1 and let 
 be uniform W 2 1=rr domains in RN . Let M1 be the
number given in (
const_M
4.1). Then, there exist constants M2 > 0, 0 < d0; d1; d2 < 1, at most countably many
N -vector of functions 0j ;
1
j; 2 W 2r (RN )N and points x0j 2  , x1j; 2  , x2j; 2 
 such that the
following assertions hold.
(i) The maps: RN 3 x 7! 0j (x) 2 RN and RN 3 x 7! 1j;(x) 2 RN (j 2 N) are bijective.
(ii) The following relations hold: Bd2(x
2
j;)  



















0j (RN ) \Bd0(x0j ) = 
 \Bd0(x0j ); 0j (RN0 ) \Bd0(x0j ) =   \Bd0(x0j );
1j;(RN ) \Bd1(x1j;) = 
 \Bd1(x1j;); 1j;(RN0 ) \Bd1(x1j;) =   \Bd1(x1j;) (j 2 N):
(iii) There exist C1 functions kj;, and ~
k
j; (k = 0; 1; 2; j 2 N) such that
kj;; ~
k
j;  1; kkj;kW 21(RN ); k~kj;kW 21(RN )  c0; ~kj; = 1 on supp kj;;
supp 0j;; supp ~
0
j;  Bd0(x0j ); supp ij;; supp ~ij;  Bdi(x
i









0j; = 1 on  ;
1X
j=1
1j; = 1 on  :
Here c0 is a constant independent of j 2 N.
(iv) r0j = A0j + B0j , r1j; = A;1j + B;1j , r(0j ) 1 = A0j;  + B0j; , r(1j;) 1 = A;1j;  + B;1j;  ,
where A0j , A1j , A0j; , and A;1j;  are N N constant orthogonal matrices and B0j , B;1j B0j; , and
B;1j;  are N N matrices of W 1r (RN ) functions dened in RN satisfying
k(B0j ;B;1j ;B0j; ;B;1j;  )kL1(RN ) M1; k(rB0j ;rB;1j ;rB0j; ;rB;1j;  )kLr(RN ) M2:
(v) There exists a natural number L  2 such that any L + 1 distinct sets of fBd0(x0j ) j j 2 Ng and
fBdk(xkj;) j k = 1; 2; j 2 Ng have an empty intersection.
Since ` (x) (` = 0; 1; 2) are uniform continuous functions dened on 
 satisfying the conditions
in (
cond_gamma0
2.1), choosing di > 0 smaller if necessary, we may assume that j` (x)   ` (x0j )j  M1 for any
x 2 Bd0(x0j ) and j` (x) ` (xkj;)j M1 for any x 2 Bdk(xkj;) (k = 1; 2). Moreover after choosingM2,
d0 and dk according to M1 in Proposition
pro_ES
4.2, we choose M2 again so large that k` kLr(Bd0 (x0j ))  M2
and k` kLr(Bdk (xkj;)) M2 (k = 1; 2). Summing up, we may assume that
1
2
0;  0 (x)  20;; 0  k (x)  2; (k = 1; 2)
in 
 \Bd0(x0j ) and 
 \Bdk(xkj;) (k = 1; 2) and
k`   ` (x0j )kL1(







k`   ` (xkj;)kL1(






M2 (` = 0; 1; 2):






j;) (k = 1; 2), H0j; = 0j (RN ), H1j; = 1j;(RN ),
H2j = 2j;(RN ), @H0j = 0j (RN0 ), and @H1j; = 1j;(RN0 ) for simplicity of notations. We dene the
function i;j` by
0;j` (x) = (

` (x)  ` (x0j ))~0j;(x) + ` (x0j ); k;j` (x) = (` (x)  ` (xkj;))~kj;(x) + ` (xkj;)
for ` = 0; 1; 2, k = 1; 2 and j 2 N. We see that
1
2
0;  i;j0 (x)  20;; 0  i;jk (x)  2; (x 2 Hij;);
kij`   ij`(xij)kL1(Hij;) M1; kr
i
j`kLr(Hij;)  CM2 (4.3) cond_gamma2
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and i;j` (x) = 

` (x) in supp 
i
j; for `; i = 0; 1; 2, k = 1; 2 and j 2 N. Let ~g 2 Lq(
) and ~h;~h  2
W 1q (
). We consider the equations8>>><>>>:
0;j0 ~u
0









 (S (~u0j; ) + 0; j1 0; j2  1(div ~u0j; )I)~n0j j@H0j; = ~0j;~h;
























j;  DivS(~u2j;)   1r(2;j1 2;j2 div ~u2j;) = ~2j;~g in H2j;: (4.7) RP4para
Here ~n0j and ~n
1





4.1 and the results due to Enomoto, Below and Shibata
EBS
[5], there exist
operator families T ij;() with
T 0j;() 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Y0q (H0j;);W 2q (H0j;)N )); T 1j;+() 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Lq(H1j;+);W 2q (H1j;+)N ));
T 1j; () 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Y1q (H1j; );W 2q (H0j;)N )); T 2j;() 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Lq(H2j;);W 2q (H2j;)N ));
where
Y0q (H0j;) = f(F1+; F1 ; F2; F3) j F1 2 Lq(H0j;)N ; F2 2 Lq(H0j )N
2
; F3 2 Lq(H0j )Ng;
Y1q (H1j; ) = f(F1+; F1 ; F2; F3) j F1 2 Lq(H1j; )N ; F2 2 Lq(H1j )N
2
; F3 2 Lq(H1j )Ng:
Moreover
~u0j; = T 0j;()F(~0j;~g; ~0j;~h); ~u1j;+ = T 1j;+()~kj;+~g+;
~u1j;  = T 1j; ()F(~0j; ~g; ~0j; ~h ); ~uk2; = T 2j;()~kj;~g;




4.7), respectively and we have their R-
boundedness:
RL(Yq(H0j;);Lq(H0j;)(f(@ )`GT 0j;() j  2  ";0g)  2; (` = 0; 1);
RL(Lq(H1j;+);Lq(H1j;+)(f(@ )`GT 1j;+() j  2  ";0g)  2; (` = 0; 1);
RL(Yq(H1j; );Lq(H1j; )(f(@ )`GT 1j; () j  2  ";0g)  2; (` = 0; 1);
RL(Lq(H2j;);Lq(H2j;)(f(@ )`GT 2j;() j  2  ";0g)  2; (` = 0; 1)
with some constant 2 independent of j 2 N and the following resolvent estimates:
k(~u0j;; 1=2r~u0j;;r2~u0j;)kLq(H0j;)  2k(~0j;~g; 1=2~0j;~h;r(~0j;~h)kLq(H0j;);
k(~u1j;+; 1=2r~u1j;+;r2~u1j;+)kLq(H1j;+)  2k~0j;+~g+kLq(H0j;);
k(~u1j; ; 1=2r~u1j; ;r2~u1j; )kLq(H1j; )  2k(~1j; ~g ; 1=2~1j; ~h ;r(~1j; ~h )kLq(H1j; );
k(~u2j;; 1=2r~u2j;;r2~u2j;)kLq(H2j;)  2k~2j;~gkLq(H2j;) (4.8) 4.8
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for j 2 N. For ~g 2 Lq(
) and ~h;~h  2 W 1q (
), we consider the equation (
2.8













serting ~U()(~g;~h;~h ) into (
2.8
2.6) and noting the facts that ~n = ~n0j on supp 
0
j; \   and ~n  = ~n1j on
supp 1j;  \   , we have8>>>>><>>>>>:
0 ~v  DivS~v    1r(1 2 div~v) = ~g   ~V1()(~g;~h;~h ) in 

(S+(~v+) + +1 
+
2 
 1(div~v+)I)~n j +0  (S (~v ) +  1  2  1(div~v )I)~n j  0= ~h  ~V2()(~g;~h);
~v+j +0   ~v j  0 = 0;
(S (~v ) +  1 
 
2 
 1(div~v )I)~n j   = ~h0    ~V3()(~g;~h );
~v+j + = ~0










































4.8), we have ~V1()(~g;~h;~h ) 2 Lq(
)N and ~V2()(~g;~h); ~V3()(~g;~h ) 2W 1q (
)N , and
kF(~V1()(~g;~h;~h ); ~V2()(~g;~h); ~V3()(~g;~h ))kLq(
)  C 1=20 kF(~g;~h;~h )kLq(
) (4.9) 4.9
for any  2  ";0 , where F(~g;~h;~h ) = (~g; 1=2~h;r~h; 1=2~h ;r~h ). Setting
~V+()(~g+;~h;~h ) = (~V1+(~g+;~h;~h ); ~V2(~g+;~h));
~V ()(~g ;~h;~h ) = (~V1 (~g ;~h;~h ); ~V2(~g ;~h); ~V3(~g ;~h ))
and choosing 0  1 so large that C 1=20  1=2 in (
4.9
4.9) we see that (I   ~V) 1 2 L(Yq(
)) exists
and ~u = ~U(I   ~V) 1(~g+; ~g ;~h;~h ) is a solution to problem (
2.8
2.6). The uniquness follows from the
existence of solutions to the dual problem, so that we may omit its proof. Moreover the R-boundedness
of solution operator from the argument due to Enomoto, Below and Shibata
EBS
[5] so that we may omit its
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